
Electronic Ticket Receipt

_
Booking Reference: 7C8DDM Office
At check-in, you must show a photo ID and the FOID used as a reference at the
time of booking.

UU WEB
AIR AUSTRAL
ILE DE LA REUNION
REUNION ISLAND
Telephone: 0825 013 012

FOIDPassenger Ticket number

Raharison Andriambola
Bakovololona Chantal Mrs (ADT)

760 2401698677 FF7772016372

_

Itinerary
FlightTo Class Date Departure Arrival Resa (1) NVB(2) NVA(3) Last check-in SeatBaggage (4)From

ST PIERRE
PIERREFONDS

MAURITIUS SIR
S.RAMGOOLAM
INTL

UU0116 E 21Dec 10:15 11:10 Ok 21Dec 21Dec 09:15 25K 15C

Fare Basis ESX

Marketed byOperated by AIR AUSTRALAIR AUSTRAL

Frequent flyer number 7772016372

_
MAURITIUS SIR
S.RAMGOOLAM
INTL

ST PIERRE
PIERREFONDS

UU0119 V 27Dec 14:55 15:45 Ok 27Dec 27Dec 14:10 25K 14C

Fare Basis VPX7D

Marketed byOperated by AIR AUSTRALAIR AUSTRAL

Frequent flyer number 7772016372

_

(1) Ok = confirmed (2) NVB = Not valid before (3) NVA = Not valid after (4)Each passenger can check in a specific amount of baggage at no extra cost as indicated above in the column
baggage. Each piece of baggage may not exceed 32 kilos
Online check-in from 24 hours to 1 hour before your departure www.air-austral.com

Receipt
: Raharison Andriambola Bakovololona Chantal Mrs (ADT)Name
: 760 2401698677Ticket number

Fare : EUR 191.00

26.00 YQEUR 17.44 RJEUR 3.05 REEUR
4.51 IZEUR 7.85 FREUR 13.25 FREUR
25.49 MUEUR 3.65 OVEUR 1.02 JEEUR
15.30 HHEUR 5.00 YREUR

Taxes :

Total Amount : EUR 313.56

Issuing Airline and date IATA: AIR AUSTRAL 04Dec14 : 66490782

: Valid Uu Only Non End/Non Ref No Change If No ShowRestriction(s)/Endorsements

Fare Calculation ZSE UU MRU163.86UU ZSE82.90NUC246.76END ROE0.771963:
__
The fare that applies on the date of purchase is only valid for the entire itinerary and the specific travel dates mentioned on the ticket.

Air Austral wishes you a very pleasant trip.
This document establishes the creation of your electronic ticket(s) in our computer systems.

_
Carriage and other services provided by the carrier are subject to conditions of carriage, which are hereby incorporated by reference. These conditions may be obtained from the issuing carrier.
The itinerary/receipt constitutes the passenger ticket for the purposes of article 3 of the Warsaw convention, except where the carrier delivers to the passenger another document complying with
the requirements of article 3. Passengers on a journey involving an ultimate destination or a stop in a country other than the country of departure are advised that international treaties known as



the montreal convention, or its predecessor, the warsaw convention, including its amendments (the warsaw convention system), may apply to the entire journey, including any portion thereof
within a country. For such passengers, the applicable treaty, including special contracts of carriage embodied in any applicable tariffs, governs and may limit the liability of the carrier. These
conventions govern and may limit the liabilityof air carriers for death or bodily injury or loss of or damage to baggage, and for delay.


